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Introduction
One of the most difficuit terms to define is myst1c1Slll, and one
of the most difficult experiences to relate is the mystical experience.
As a result of this difficulty, the works of five authorities on the
subject of mysticism will be consulted 1n this study.

Of these five

wo:rks, the clearest definition of mysticism is that of Georgia Harkl1ess.
She defi:qes mysticism as "the communion of the human spirit with that
Ultimate Ground of Reality on which our existence rests." 1 What occurs
after this communion is a strengthening of the inner life of the
individual.

Because there are few scientific or rational methods

of explaining this colllllUlllion, many people are likely to discredit it.
Yet, mystical experiences have inspired many poetical works.
work is Alfred, Lord Tennyson's,!!! Memoriam!•

1!• !!.•

One such

in which the poet

relates his own mystical experience.
'Ihe purport, therefore, of this thesis will be to discover some of
the general characteristics of a mystical experience as accepted by
various students of mysticism and to discern whether or not these
characteristics are to be found in In Memoriam.

other poeM by the Poet

Laureate will be used to gain insight into the development of the author's
attitude toward mysticism, as well as any influential ideas of such
associates

as Arthur Henry Hallam, or other contemporary writers, or

1
Georgia Harkness, Mysticisms
Abingdon Press, 1973), p. 16.

Its Meaning and Message (Nashville,
11

historical movements.

Tproughout, there will be an attempt to refute,

compromise, or concur with any critical conjectures
made regarding
'
.
Tennyson's attitude toward mysticism •
. Perhaps it is best to examine some varying opinions that people have
regardii-:ig mysticism and to clarify the position to be taken in this study.
F.

c.

Rappold, an authority on the subject of mysticism, has mentioned

that soine pe,:>ple feel mysticism is "confused, ir:ra.tiona.l thinking,"
visions and revelations, psychic :phenomena, religion without dogma, a
"rare state of consciousness which is found in the contemplative saints,"
or knowledgo about God uncommonly experiencea..2 As will be suggested in
the study of' his poems, Tennyson does not feel that evecy person should
seek mystical revelations.

As far as those who associate mysticism with

psychic phenomena are concerned, Te:nnyson was one of the founders of the.·
Psychical Research Society in 1882, and he was very interested in, but a
little leery about, all aspects of psychic research and psychic occurrences.3
For those who feel that mysticism is religion without dogma, Tennyson was
certainly not an advocato:r: of creeds.

The often quoted lines, "There lives
4
more faith ln honest doubt,/ Believe me, than half the creeds," attest
to that fact.

Furthermore, Tennyson would agree with those who believe

2F. c. Hap:pold, Mysticism: h. Study and� Antholo� rev. ed. (1963;
.Baltimore, Marylands Penguin Books, 1970),p. 36.

3Two books on psychic phenomena are li�ted in Tennyson's library.
They are entitled Psychic Force and Modern Spiritualism, h_ Reply!£ the
ttQuarterly Review" and Phantasms of the Living. 'Ihe reader should refer
to Nancie Campbell, comp., Tennyson in Lincoln: !::. Catalogue of the Collections
� the Research Centre, I, (Lincoln, England: Tennyson Research Centre,
1970, pp. 4:3 and 55 respectively.
4Alfredo Lord Tennyson,� Works of Tennyson, ed. Hallam,
Lord
Tennyson (189',2; rpt. Mew York: Macmillan, 19'27), p. 168.
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that mysticism is a rare state of consciousness and that it is uncommonly
e,eperienced.

For the purposes of this study� however, the term mystical
I

ezyerience will center around the COllllllunion

of

God and man.

Cer"...a.in problems arose while completing this study, and it is wise
to point to those problems.

Fixst of all, In Memoriam was not initially

conceived of as a poem in its entirety.

So.me sections were written at

various times without any intention of unif'ying lyrics.

As Tennyson sayH,

"The sections were written at many different places, and as the phases o:t
our intercourse ca.me to my memory and suggested them.

I did not write

them with any view of weaving them into a whole, or for any publication,

until I :found that I .had written so many." 5 In fact, the stoey is that

Tennyson was very careless when writing these lyrics. William Allingham
says that Coventry Patmore helped to retrieve the manuscript of In Hemorl�
after Tennyson had absentmindedly left it at an inn.

J

Patmore is quot,ad as

saying that In Memoriam was "written in a thing like a butcher's account-book.
He left it behind him
me

in

his lodging when he was up in London and wrote to

["J?atmoreJ to go and look for it.

remembers his verses.

He had no: other copy, and he never

I found it by chance, in a dmwer; if I had been a

little later it would pro1:ably have been sold to a butter-shop."
¥.a.ttes sees another problem.

6

Eleanor B.

She writes, ttWhen Tennyson decided to publish,

he disguised whatever natu:ra.l sequence the way of his own soul afforded,
and arranged the sections

in

artif'icial chronological order supposedly,

5iranam, Lord Tennyson, Alfred Lord Tennyson:

2 vols,

%.

in

1, :New York:

Macmillan, 1905), I, 304.

!

Memoir (1897; rpt.
Hereafter cited as M��.

Allingham, and D. Radford, eds., William Allingham:
( 1907; rpt. London: Yiacmillan, 1908) , p. 5 5.
iv

!

Diary

advanced from sorrow and �oubt to serenity and faith. "7 It should be
noted, however, that A.

c.

Bradley's chapte:t; entitled "The Composition
I

of In Memoriam" :provides some helPf'ul datesiof Tennyson's life which
correspond .. to some of the �ections of his poem.

8

Furthermore, the poem

cannot be·wholly viewed as Tennyson the man speaking.

Again, Tennyson

says that the "'I' is not always the author speaking of himself, but the
voice of the human race speald.ng tilro' him."9 Consequently, some of the
struggles
coincide

01·

at least the intensity of those religious doubts .may not

with the

actual experience

of the

poet.

To

decipher the

biog:raplrl.ca..l from the fictional will have to re.ma.in somewhat unlmown.
However, Pe-ter Bayne states emphatically that most of the sections are
autobi9�phical, at least more so than the elegies written by John Milton
10
and Percy Shelley.
Last, there is a problem. with regard to uncovering
informa.tton about the records kept by the Cambridge "Apostles." 'Ihese
records

a:re under strict seal at

the

Trinity College Library in Cambridge.

lro one has been allowed to see them.

7neanor Bustin Mattes, In :Memoriam:
Exposition Press, 1951), :p. xii.
8

�

,![&

of � Soul (New York:

A. a. Bradley,! Commentary 2!l Tennyson's In Memoriam (London:
Viacmiluµl,·1901), pp. 15-16.
9Memoir, , 0
I 3 5.
10 Peter Bayne, Lessons From� Masters Carlyle, Tennyson� Ruskin
(new York: Ha.rper and Brothers, 18?9), pp. 318-19.
V

In Memoriam:
In

Memoriam!:.•

g.

The Way of a Mystic

!!,. was published anonymously in 1850,

The poet,

Alfred Tennyson, began to compose the lyrics after hearing the tragic
news that his close f:riend had died quite suddenly in Vienna.

At the

time of his death, Arthur Henry Hallam, who was twenty-two years old,
Has engaged to Tennyson's sister Emily.

According to Tennyson, Hallam

was destined to be one of i�g:Jand' s greatest politicians.

Ha.llam' s

.,

rel!l.ains were brought back by ship to England where he was buried on
January 3, 1834 at Clevedon Church in Somersetshire.
Seventeen years later, 131 sections of In Memoriam were completed and.
published.

�ith the added income of that publication, Tennyson finally

Inc�rried Emily Sellwood to whom he had been engaged some fourteen years.
After reading the poem, Queen Victoria offered the Laureateship to Tennyson.
Such is the brief history of one of the finest elegies and one of the most
inspiring spiritual diaries ever written.
his personal doubts and grief.

In his poem, Tennyson depicts

Nost important, he shows the way he

attained.spiritual certainty and in.."l.er peace.

The way that Tennyson chose

was most definitely the way of a mystic.
In the books, biograph:tcal and critical, written about Tennyson, a
number of reference have been made to the poe�•s inclination toward
mysticism.

One of the major sources cited for this tendency is the famous

ninety-fifth section of In Memoriam.
with various aspects of mysticism.

Also, :f'amily members were acquainted
Harold Nicolson, one of the Tennyson
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biographers, records that Emily, Horatio, and Frederick (Tennyson's
sister a�d two brothers) were Swedenborgians.

1

i

Moreover, two books by-

Emanuel Swedenborg are listed 1n Tennyson's library.

Since one of the

books contai.'ls pencil maridngs and marginal notes throughout, Tennyso11
2
must �.ave studied carefully the ideas of Swedenborg, as did his friend

Arthur Henry Halla.in.3

Also, Tennyson studied German transcendentalism;
4
he read Spinoza, Berkely, Kant, Schlegel, Fichte, Hegel, and Ferrier.

The works of these men were standard intellectual "furniture" for most
Victorians and Americans of this period and later.

Thus, there was the

ini'luence of some aspect of mysticism in his early life.
Throughout Tennyson's life, this influence continued.
became a member of the Metaphysical Society.
the Poet Laureate as found.er.

In

1869, he

L'l fact, credit 1s given to

Hallam. Tennyson records that the topics

suggested.'for the meetings of the Netaphysica.l Society were "the com:i;arison
of the dif£erent theories respecting the ultimate grounds of belief in the
objective and moral. sciences, the logic of the science whether physical or
social, the immortality of the soul and its personal identity, the
personality of God, conscience-.-its true cha.xacter, the material hypothesis."5
Some experiences mentioned in Hallam Tennyson's biography of the poet
reveal that his father was a mystic.

Not only is there a gz-ovat deal of

external evidence of that fact, but there is also internal evidence in much
of Tennyson's poetry. Often linked with mysticism is the trancelike state.6
Relating such an experience, Hallam Tennyson writes:
In some phases of thought and £eeling his idealism tended more
decidedly to mysticism. He £"TennysonJ wrote z • A kind of
waking trance I have frequently had, quite up from boyhood.,
when I have been all alone. 'Ihis has generally come uuon me
th..---o' :repea ting my own name two or three times to ajrself silently,
till all at once, as it were out of the intensity of the
consciousness of individuality, the individuality itself seemed
to dissolve and fade away into bour..Uess being, and this is not a
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confused state, but the clearest of clearest, the surest of
surest, t'he weirdest of the weirdest, utterly beyond words, where
9-eath was an almost laughable impossibility, the loss of personality
(if so it were) seeming no extinction but the only true of life.'
'This might,' he said, 'be the state which St. Paul describes, "Whether
in the body I cannot tell, or whether out of the body I cannot
tell."'7
William Jar11es, an authority on the subect of mysticism, lists four
qualities which are to be found in any mystical state, ar.1d it becomes
evident that Tennyson's description of this trance agreef$ with James'
statement.

The first quality James calls ineffability, 8 i.e., words

cannot adequately impa.rt this experience to others.
his state as "utterly beyond words.''

Tennyson describes

In the ninety-f'ifth section of'

In Memoria.Iu, Ten..,yson relates that he can only use vague words to describe·
his trance experience. He finds it" ••• hard to frame/ In matter-moulded.
forms of speech" (XCV).9 In a scientifically oriented society that is

used to instant analysis and visual replay, this inability to describe
the mystical experience causes many people to discolUlt it. That Tennyson
was unable to describe this trance clearly may be why the critic, Paul F.
10
Ba.um, feels that In 11emo� :ra.mbles.
Moreover, some people claim that
the mystical experience is but a fantasy or a se�f-delusion.

Fearing such

himself, Tennyson admits" ••• my trance/ Was cancell'd, stricken thro'
with doubt" (XCV).

After the experience told in the ninety-fifth section,

Tennyson should have had time to �eevaluate and to reject his experience.
Because he does not, it is safe t9 say that he felt this trance was valid
and valuable enough to desire �ts recurrence.
for another similar experience.

In Section CXXII, he asks

It should be noted, however, that this

section appears to be as perplexing to many critics as Section XCV.
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A.

c.

Bradley points out �he incongruity of PXXII.
I

,

He mentions that this

incongruity may have occurred because Tennyson was too vague in XCV •.
However, his main concern is, to what occasion is Tennyson alluding?
He concludes that Tennyson refers to his youthful days before Hallam's
death.11 Needless to say, it appears almost too obvious what the reference
is.

Tennyson asks Hallam. to come "As in the former flash of joy" (CXXII).

What is this "former flash of joy"? What is it that made Tennyson
realize that the dead are not really tlead?

The occasion is the time when

"The living soul £"of HallamJ was flash'd on mine" (XCV).

It is a fact

that the mystical experience is vague to those critics who do not understand
its nature.
Another aspect that James mentions is the noetic quality which he
explaisn as "states of insight into depths of truth umplumbed by the
discursive intellect." 12 The mystic believes in attaining truth about
God, the Ultimate Reality, through intuition, or through what Tennyson
refers to in "'Ihe Two Voices" as the "hea,,t of inward evidence," rather
than in attaining truth through ratiocination or the intellect.

Georgia

Harkness explains that the mystic believes that "the human spirit has the
capacity to discern some ldnds of:,truth 1;hrough channels other than the
ordinary ones of sensation and rational deduction"; moreover, this

capacity gives the mystic "assurance without logical reasoning.11 13 The

• assertion of these ideas in In Memoriam has brought Tennyson praise and
blame.

Henry Van

Dyke

and Christopher ru.ck feel that the most explicit

point made in the poem. is that truth, particularly religious truth,
14
cannot come by ratiocination, whereas Elton Smith says that Tennyson
1
"tUl::tls to faith only in default of reason ••• ," 5 Generally speaking,
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the attack made by Smith is a common and frequent one.
f

. 'Ihe appeal to intuition is inherent not only in the wo:,:ks of
Tennyson, but it is also found in the spiritual diary of Thomas Carlyle
called Sartor Resarlus, written in 1833, which Tennyson read and ad.mired.
The iru:"'1.uence of this diary on Tennyson is easily seen.

Carlyle's

Professor Teufelsd.ro"ckh says,, "Or is the God .Present, felt in my own
heart., a thing which Her.r von Voltaire will dispute out of me; or
dispute into m.e? To the 'Worship 2f Sor.row' ascribe what origin and
genesis thou pleasest, has not that Worship originated, and been generated;·
is it not here?

Feel it in thy heart, and then say whether it is of God!

This is Belief; all else is Opinion,--for which latter whoso will, let
him worry and be worried."

16

Obviously, Tennyson shares the same idea

when he writes:
If e'er when faith had fall'n asleep,
I heard a voice, 'Believe no more'
And hea..---d an ever-breaking shore
That tumbled in the Godless deep;
A warmth
And
And
Stood up

within the breast would melt
freezing reason's colder part,
like a man in wrath the heart
and answer'd, 'I have felt' (CXXIV).

The study of man's intuition or what is today commonly referred to
as his sixth sense is very old indeed, but in an age of ever advancing
technology, the findings of such research are usually made light of.
As Tennyson so aptly knew, sometimes knowledge or the intellect hinders
-the search for truth or reality.

He differentiates between knowledge

and truth, for he says, "Knowledge is of things we see" ("Prologue").
This "seeing" is not only applicable to the senses, but it is also
applicable, as in the words of E. Hersey Sneath, to "the 'seeing' of the

reason--what we ordinarily call proof.11 17 Knowledge and the mind's reason
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or intellect are to Tenny�on only secondary to truth or wisdom as
apprehended through the eye of the soul.

Con.:;eq_uently, knowledge

cannot prov1.de man with the knowledge of all there is about the world
If knowledge is obtained only through perception,. then truth

and God..

cannot be reYealed through what is seen in nature.

While at Cambridge,

Te:r..nyson voted "No" to the question, "Is an intelligible First Cause
deducible from the phenomena of the Universe? 11

18

Also, in his poem

''Faith," he reminds us that the Almighty cannot be judged by Nature;
therefore, "Let not all that saddens Nature blight thy hope or break
thy rest�·.,

To Telli'"l.yson, knowledge " ••• is earthly of the mind, / But

Wisdom heavenly of the soul" (CXIV).

Thus, the conclusion he reaches in

In Nemoria2:. i.s that assurance about God, innortal love, and eternal life
does not come through the discursive intellect.

Tnis assurance is

oost couched in the phrase,
Strong Son of God,
Whom we, that
By faith, and
Believing where we
The Ox:ford .Movement
faith.

immortal Love,
have not seen thy face,
faith alone, embrace,
cannot prove ("Prologue").

(1833-1845) endorsed a similar appeal about man's

Briefly, the Oxford Movement was an attack aga.inst the results

of the Reformation, and it appealed to man's feelings and emotions.
In the words of Owen Chadwick, this movement arose because "Religious
men wanted poetry of heart in their hymns, sacramental sensibility in
their worship,

£anilJ recovery of symbolism in art and architecture. "

!

9

One of the devotees of this movement was John Henry Newman who wrote a
sermon entitled 11 Faith Not Grounded on Reason, 'lllough·Approved by Reason."20
Stated simply, Newman writes that reason tests and verifies faith, but
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reason cannot create faith.

21

Certainly, Tetjnyson must have endorsed
!

those ideas that were in . accord. with his own •

. It must not be assumed, however, that Tennyson denounces the intellect
or those logical scientific means employed by man to discover truths of
any kind.

After all, he is the poet who asks, "Who loves not knowledge?'! (CXIV).

"Flower in the Crannied Wall" is perhaps the finest tribute any poet could
p:l.y to scientific discovery to prove higher spiritual truths,
Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies,
I hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower--but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is ("Flower in the Crannied Wall")�
Not all critics feel that Tennyson's belief was enhanced through
faith or intuition.

Henry Jones feels that Tennyson uses reasoning or

intellect as a guide to prove the existence of God and immortality.
His thesis is simply that what is, i.e. reality and facts, can only be
known gradually or imperfectly and that the way these realities are known
is through experience.

He concludes, "This is the case with all those

convictions which we say are 'deeply felt.' They� deeply felt.
their strength lies not in the feeling,

But

The feeling arises from the

consciousness of their strength, and their strength from the fact that
they have been made one with our rational. life by a thousand judgments
and practical experiences."22 Last,.he states that 1f experience cannot
determine truth, then experience is void.

23

Tennyson was not the only Victorian who felt that experience could
determine truth.

Frederick Denison Maurice, who was very instrumental

in setting up the Apostles originally, had a similar idea.

Since his
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Theological Essays (18.53) ·was dedicated to Tennyson and since he was
Hallam's godfather, Maurice may have influenced Tennyson.

Of his father,

Frederick Maurice says, "He believed that Truth makes his own choice
of the agents by which he will be ma.de known, and may suddenly come to
his temple, through the mouth of a working-man or a ymmg girl, so
that though the agents themselves may not know the true fc,rce of their
words, the words themselves may yet give light to those that are seeking
it.11 24 In Chadwick's The Victorian Church, the following statement is

made:

"Maurice believed that every man could apprehend God, that eveey

man possessed a spiritual vision.

He therefore expected to find a measure

of truth in every form of religious or moral experience, Christia,_� or

not. 11 2 5 Like rr1aurice, Tennyson definitely felt that experience could
determine truth.

Also, he felt that intuition could determine truth.

However, it li'.ay be that Tennyson �as quite aware that some critics
or scientists would not feel that his experience was sufficient.
Transience, ·the third aspect referred to by James, simply means
that there is a time element involved in any mystical experience.
Usually an experience lasts no longer than two hours. 26 Section XII
ll'.ay record such an experience, for Tennyson says,
I leave this mortal ark behind,
A weight of nerves without a mind,
And leave the cliffs, and haste away
O'er ocean-mirrors rounded large,
And reach the glow of southern skies,
And see the sails at distance rise,
And linger weeping on the marge,
And saying, 'Comes he thus, my friend?
Is this the end of all my care?'
And circle moaning in the air,
'Is this the end? Is this the end?'
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And forward dart. aga.in, and play
About the prow, and back retw:n
To where the body sits, and learn
That I have been an hour away (XII),
Of

this trance experience, Tennyson once said to John Tyndall, ''By

God Almighty, there is no delusion in the matter!

It is no nebulous

ecstasy, but a state of transcendent wonde:r:, associated with absolute
clearness of the mind." 27
The fourth quality is passivity and of this James says, �Although
the oncoming of mystical states may be facilitated by preliminary
voluntary operations, as by fixing the attention, or going through
certain bodily performances ••• yet when the characteristic sorl of

,I

consciousness once has set in, the mystic £eels as if his own will
were in abeyance, and indeed sometimes c.s if he were grasped and. held by
a superior power."-?8 Ten.�yson says that he could often achieve this
t:ra!lce state by calling his own name.
wHh the trance state.
Ancient Sage� (1885).

Some of his poems relate his experience

Such poems include "The Mystic" (18JO)

and.

"'Ihe

In the latter poem, the seer tells his disciple

how all alone, he would use his nam.e as a sort of mantra.mi
'Ihe mortal limit of the Self was loosed,
And past into the Nameless, as a cloud
Melts into Heaven. I touch'd my limbs, the limbs
Were strange not mine--and yet no shade of doubt,
But utter clearness, and thro' loss of Self
The gain of such large life as match'd with ours
Were Sun to spa.rk--unshadowable in words,
Themselves but shadows of the shadow-world ("T'.ne Ancient Sage� ) •
Despite these illustrations of the trance state, the question
arises as to why Tennyson scholars in general have failed to recognize
his as mystical.

Stephen Allen Grant feels that the answer to that question

lies ln "the poet's deliberate suppression of his own experiences and
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convictions in his poetry.and the widespread i notion that a mystic
0
must be either a saint or a reclilse.113 It is known that Tennyson suppressed
the_·poem entitled "The Mys-tic" because it is omitted after the 1830
volwue.

If, however, Tennyson deliberately sought to suppress his

ma,ny experiences (mystical �nd trancelike), he certainly does not remove
from further publication poems that reveal siidla.r ideas.

Perhaps Grant

is closer to the truth when he says that the suppression resulted from
the belief that a mystic is a recluse.

Tennyson's continued reference

in his poems to the trance state shows that he felt its importance vital
to his spiritual growth, s<:> vital that E. D. H. Johnson says that these
trance-like fits of abstraction" were the basis for Tennyson's "faith
in spiritual being as the ultimate reality."31 In the poem "The Two
11

Voices," Te nnyson explains exactly what these trances do for hi.In.

The

trances and intuitions give him a pU.i.-pose in life and that is why he writes
that there is something:
'That touches me with mystic gleams,
Like glimpses of forgotten dreams-'Of something felt, like something here;
something done, I know not where;
Such as no langua.ge may declare' ("The Two Voices�•).
Of

James l.!S8S�'the above :i;assa.ge in his chapter entitled "Mysticism."
He says. of this :i;assa.ge tha,t "A more pronounced step forward on the mystical
ladder _is found in an extremely frequent phenomenon, that sud.den feeling, ••• of
having 'been here before,' as if at some indefinite :i;ast time, in just this

place, with just these people, we were already saying just these tbings."32
If these trances and intuitions teach ttutter clearness," then the mystic

must feel secure and experience great joy.

To some people, his life must
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certainly seem simple.

Unfortunately, the mystic way is not
It is not always "transcendent wonder" and

alwa,ys as easy as it seems.

"absolute clearness of the mind."
experiences cl.oubt about

and

There are times when the mystic

isolation from God.

Tennyson goes through

this particular stage, and the term mystics use for this stage is called
the "dark night of the soul."

Wagner Page 12
II

In Memoriam recapitualtes a "dark night of the soul." That Tennyson
considered hls poem as a comment about the struggles of the soul may be
realized by the fact that he at one time considered calling it "the Way
of the Soul" until his wife, Emily Sellwood Tennyson, suggested the other·

title.'.33

Tennyson also states that his poem "was meant to be a kind of
4
Divina Commedia, ending with happiness.113 A number of critics fail to
comprehend In Memoriam as a testimony about the development of the soul.

T'nus, some conclude that the poem fails in its reconstruction of faith.
T.

s.

Eliot complains that "Tennyson se�ms to have reached the end of' his

spiritual development with In :Memoriam • • • ,1135 while Hugh I'Anson Fausset '
says that Tennyson's "faith on analysis proves to be but a re-statement

of the-old belief in a Divine Providence, blindly held by the simple,
wi·th certain harmless scientif'ic generalities grafted on to it. 113 6
Ba.um, one of the most sea.thing of the critics, says that the poem is like
a.n opera which f1has lost everything

but

its overture and a few good tunes

suitable for a potpourri. ••37 He further stipulates that the details in
the poem are too personal and too intimate so that it is not easy to

"a.cce:pt the data as a basis for generalizing the 'way of the soul. rn38

But would not the intimacy and the personal touch be the perfect qua.lifi�..ations
for writing such a spiritual diar<J? Gaius Glenn Atkins makes the same
point.

He relates that if a poet tries to understand his own personal

sorrow a.�d writes about it and then·overcomes his sorrow, he has contributed

to the cure of other people who have had similar experiences.39

Also, Ba.um says that Tennyson "felt no profound faith which was
wrested from him by Hallam.'s death--at least I find no evidence of it
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either in the biography or in the poem."

.Perhaps what perpl.execs ·-so

manr people abo�t In Memoriam is the constant struggle wit..� faith and
doubt.

Nicolson states that Tennyson is far more convincing to the

reader in doubt than in faith. 41

Yet, what so many critics fail to

understand is that the mystic struggles more with personal doubt than
any one else.

Therefore, it is not surprising to learn that Tennyson's

struggle remained with him throughout his lif'e.

Tne conflict with faith

and doubt often made him a man of many contradictions, and the term that
he once used describes precisely his dilemma.

He

calls it a "damned

·vacillating state!" ("Supposed Confessions of a Second-Rate Sensitive
In 1866, James Knowles was a little shocked when he found that
Tennyson still wrestled with the problems of faith and doubt.42_

Mind�').

On

the other hand, Tennyson seems at times to evince complete

Once he told William Allingham that he could not eat dinner

assurance.

if he did not believe in immortality and that he would go down to the
4
Richmond Bridge and jump off if' this lif'e were the only one. 3 Underhill
has the best explanation for the contradictory state of Tennyson as

described

by

Knowles and Allingha.m.

She says that the progress of any

mystic can only be attained through what
and shade.44
and lig.11t.

he

calls al terna·,�ions of light

Certainly In Memoriam is profuse with images of darkness

'Ihe most notable stanza relating this plight of the mystic

begins:
L.falter where I firmly trod,
And fallL�g with my weight of caxes
Upon the great world's altar-stairs
'Ibat slope thro' darkness up to God (LV).
As ;filliam Ralph Inge states, "The mystic • • • makes it his life's aim
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�o be transformed into the likeness of Him iri whose image he was created.
He loves to figure his pa.th as a ladder reaching from earth to heaven,
4
which must be climbed step by step.11 5 M. D. Knowles reminds readers

that the mystic "has no smooth or gentle passage from. strength to strength,1146

or to quote the Biblical analogy, "Sti-ait .!.§. the gate, and narrow is the way,
which leadeth unto life, and few there be ,�hat find it" (i1a.tthew 7. 14). 47
Since some critics do not understand this contradictory state, they are
unjust in criticizing Tennyson for his religious doubt.

Such famous

mystics as S.t:. John of the Cross, the anonymous writer of The Cloud of
Unkn.owing, Dame .Julian of Norw16h, and of course, the Apostle Paul have
mentioned their own struggles with doubt.
�That, then, is the state called the "dark night of the soul"?
Underhill says that it is a state of negatfon which_ is a necessary balance
for growth of a soul; it is a :painful s..at13 wherein the purpose "is to
cure the soul of the innate tendency to seek and rest in spiritual
joys •••" and "to accept lovelessness for the sake of Love, and
Nothingness for the sake o:f All •••• "

48 'lhe ego is completely purged

so that the soul and the will of an individual may be united with the
will of God.

As Tennyson learns after his period of purgation, "Our

wills are ours, we know not how;/ Our wills are ours, to make them
4
thine" ("Prologue"). 9 Thus, when Tennyson's struggles with faith and
doubt are seen as characteristic of the purgation of the ego--the ultimate
attain.�ent of the soul--the criticalam;ir.oa.ch to the poem completely
changes.

The poet's doubt becomes the means whereby he rises to a higher

state of consciousness and achieves to some degree the Unitive Li:fe of the
mystic.
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In this state of darkness, the "victim" 'also experiences the ••seeming"
:
absence of God, the realization of a sinful, egotistical self, and psychic
turm.oil. 5o

Obviously, there is psychic turmoil in much of Tennyson's
There is also the fear that all of li:fe is futile.

earlier poetry.

The

poems which depict these aspects are the "Supposed Confessions of a
Second-Rate Sensitive �1ind" (18)0), "Break, Break, Break" (183.3), and
"The Two Voices" (1842).

Biographers and friends of Tennyson also point

out the intermittent depression that he suffered; in fact, Eliot remarks
that the Poet Laureate 0 1s the great master of metric as well as of
melancholia. • •
be affected.5

2

.

. .. 51

Aleing with this .turmoil, the health can often

It is well known that during the so-called

0

silent

years" following Hallam's death, Tennyson's eyesight became increasingly·
poor.
Psychic turmoil is ce:r"-..a.inly evident throughout In Memoriam, and
what is interesting is the fact that the poet is quite aware of it.
In Sections IV and Y, Tennyson mentions that he seeks sleep as an escape
and writes his elegy :partly for its therapeutic value.
feared that his grief would. hind.er his creative ability.
critical of himself than any one else, he asks,
'What words are these have fall'n from me?
Can calm despair and wild unrest
Be tenants of a singl_e breast,
Or sorrow such a changeling be?

.

................

.�.

.

Or has the shock, so harshly given,
Confused me like the unhappy bark
'!'hat strikes by night a craggy shelf 1
And staggers blindly ere she sink?
And stunn'd me from my power to think
And all my· knowledge of myself;

As a poet, Tennyson
Perhaps more
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And 'lla.de me that delirious man
Whose fancy fuses old and new;
And flashes into false and true,
And mingles all without a plan? (XVI)
Also, Tennyson was quite aware of the need to experiment with poetry
and to develop better poetical techniques for expressing his ideas.
From all indications, he.:cer�ainly feared that he was fa:lling in his
mission, for he and the Apostles felt that the poet was a seer.

According

to Mattes, the Apostles "considered it a betrayal of his gift for any
poet to repudiate or neglect his prophetic role in favor of purely

artistic aims."53

Showing some :i;angs of guilt, Tennyson wonders whether

or not he should waste time on the elegy.

He askst

What hope is here for modern rhyme
To him, who turns a musing eye
On songs, and deeds, and lives, that lie
Foreshorten'd in the tract of time? (LXXVII).
Tennyson then becomes aware of his own chaotic state, and this
awareness leads to the need to overcome the sinful, egotistical self
which mystics so quickly recognize.

Over and over again, he apologizes

for his grief, and it is as if he anticipates that critics will accuse him
of effemina.cy • ..54- He personally holds "it half a sin/ To put in words the
grief

I

feel"

(V).

In retrospect, he refers to his "wild and wandering

cries, / Confusions of a wasted youth" ("Prologue").

La·ter in the poem,

he contemplates whether or not the dead may have :knowledge of those on
earth.

At first, he is elated that the memory is not altered; however,

the thought occurs to him that if the departed do retain their memories
and also possess knowledge of present earthly affairs, then Hallam will
observe:
How di..-nly character'd and slight,
How dwarf'd a growth of cold and night,
How blanch'd with darimess must I grow! (LY.I).
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Moreover, Tennyson realiz,es that his reaction: to Hallam' s death is egotistical.
In Section LXXX, he specula�es about what would have happened if the situation
were reversed:

that is, if Hallam were alive and Tennyson were dead.

He concludes that Arthur would have turned "his burthen into gain"

(LXXX) ..

Even the dream that Tennyson describcis in Section LXIX is symbolic
of the purgation of the ego.

Ha d:rea.ms that there is no more spring

and that smoke and frost have changed the fa.mi.liar surroundings.
Conversations are mere trifles, so he wanders to the woods where ha
binds his forehead with a thorny crown.
old, mock him.

Later, citizens, young and

Like Christ, he remains humble.

Quite significant of

the effects of purgation, he, amid the shouts of "fool," sees an angel
who "look'd upon my crown and smiled" (LXIX).
Taken in its entirety,� Memoriam is a capsule version of the
spiritual transformation of Tennyson from his early years to his later
years.

Because of the spiritual r.ature of the poem, it becomes difficult

to understand why Edward Fitzgerald opposed. its publication.55 Sneath

•divides Tennyson's mental growth into four phases, and in·support of his
divisions, In Memoriam alone provides enough'proof.

Moreover, these

divisions are adequate descriptions of his spiritual growth.

It is also

a contention or a theory that many mystics have passed through these
same phases.
Sneath refers to the first phase as the early period of pure,
simple faith; it is an "unexamined, unquestioned, inherited faith . • • •
Alluding to this naive, but beauti£ul state, Tennyson, in the opening
stanza writes,
I held it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping-stones
Of their dead selves to higher things (I).
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Sections XXXI-XXXIII possibly refer to a personal
experience of an
!
W14u�stioned faith, for there is an adoration of Lazarus' sister.

However,

these sections have caused some confusion for one particular critic.
A:rthur C. Benson is concerned that Tennyson chose this episode from the
Bible.

Personally, he believes that the Resurrection story would have

added more hope to In Memoriam than does a story that depicts the silence
of death. 57 However, the main theme of these sections is not to explore
inm1ortality, but rather to exallline pure, simple faith.
Before Hallam's death, Tennyson lost that pure, simple faith.

In

his poem entitled "Supposed Confessions of a Second-Rate Sensitive Mind, 11
Tennyson wishes that he could have kept his inheritance of the common
faith from his mother.

He describes how the young seem to have an

inner peace and how they are fortified against any doubts.

He wishes,

• • • that my gloomed fancy were
As thine, my mother, when with brows
Propt on thy: knees, my hands upheld
In thine, I listen'd to thy vows,
For me outpour'd in holiest prayer-For me unworthy! ("Supposed Confessions of a Second-Rate Senaitiva
. Mind").
The,:second phase is that where Tennyson "awakes from the sleep of
dogmatism and experiences the :first rude shocks of doubt. 11 5 8 He does
not hesitate to reveal his fears, and, considering that it was unpopular to
express one's doubts, 59 Tennyson should be commended for his open and
above-board approach.

The effects of the "rude shocks of doubt" are

presented; however, he mentions another kind of doubti

not the first

shock that occurs, but, rather, a maturing acceptance of one'_s own doubt,
o:c what Tennyson calls a ttspectral doubt." It comes occasionally.
For tho' my nature rarely yields
To that vague fear implied in death;
Nor shudders at the gulfs beneath,
The howlings f:;:-1>m forgotten fields J
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Yet oi't when sund.mm skirts the moo:i;
An inner trouble I behold,
A spectral doubt which makes me cold (XLI).
The third phase

in

Tennyson's growth Sneath describes as "a reflective

consideration of the question, endeavoring to establish his faith on a
rational 1:asis in the face of his own doubts and those of his age," 60
When Tennyson describes what Hallam once did, he unconsci•:>usly tells
the approach he himself takes,
He fought his
He would
He faced
And laid them

and

so:

doubts and gather'd strength,
not make his judgment blind,
the spectres of the mind
• •• (XCVI).

His rational considerations cause him to delve into many fields of
scientific research.

As a result, he alludes to many aspects of science

throughout In Hemoriam, such as, the discoveries of Neptune and sunspots,
denudation, the science of Palaeontology, the Fant-Laplace hypothesis, and
6
evolution, 1 Consequently, Henry Battenhouse is correct when he surmises
that the scientific and the mystical opposites of Tennyson were the
62
pilasters of his faith.
Both keep him in balance, and the mystic
must achieve balance before union with God,

Ther�fore, it is conjectured

that this rational period, as well as t.1-ie period of doubt, is definitely 1
pa.rt of the process called the "dark night of the soul," which is
discernible in the first three quarters of In Hemoriam,

Reconsidering

Underhill's definition of this particular state, it may be viewed as a
period necessary for 1:alance,
pole.

63 Stated simply,

in

and

thus a state of negation--the opposite

order to know the existence of a positive,

there must be the knowledge of a negative,

In order to reach faith

and trust in God, the Ultimate Reality, there must precede a period of
doubt and questioning.

Underhill refers to these op1osites as a law and
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says that "for every affirmation of the mysti•� life there will be a
,
64
negative waiting f'or the unstable self."
Arth1,1r Henry Hallam was familiar with the process called the
,;.

"dark night of the soul."

Halla.m's own hypothesis in "'nleodica.ea

rfovissiraa" 1,-s 'that through suffering man becomes perfect just as Christ
l::rea:me per:fec'c through suffering.

In fact, Hallam feels t.1-iat evil is

necessary to the fulfillment of Christ's purpose.
hypothesis may have influenced Tennyson.

65 Hallam's own

In Section LIII, Tennyson

says that hei has !mown many fathers !'ho have become matuxe and wise in
their old age.

However, their youths were "full of foolish noise" (LIII).

Tennyson asks that, if the "wild oats" of youth were not :first sown,
would "The soil, left barren, scarce had grown/ The grain by which a
mn may live7" (LII).

In other words, suffering is essential to growth.66
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III
In Tennyson's examination of the period of rational considerations,
the pros and cons of im.�ortality are an important part of his purgation.
Tennyson looks at aspects of sensationalism (the philosophy that man is
only sensations), and he also wonders if at death, "'The cheeks drop in;
the body bows; / Han dies:

nor is there hope in dust'" (XXXV).

However.,

sensationalism is weighed against the "hoarding sense" that "Gives out at
times (he knows not whence) / A little flash, a mystic hint" .(XLIV).
Nature's destructive powers must be viewed, for it shows no evidence of
survival.

Yet opposing that is the inference that life, one's own life

in particular, should and does teach that immortality is real.

For if

there is nothing beyond the grave, then it is best toi
••• sink to peace,
Like birds the charming serpent draws,
To drop head-foremost in the jaws
Of vacant darkness and to cease (XXXIV),
Simply stated, if there is no immortality, then there is no morality,
no order, and no love.
The last phase shows the ideas and beliefs of Tennyson during his
later years.

Sneath describes it as the emergence "from this long

�eriod of rational consideration, into the enjoyment of a calm and
serene faith,"

7

6

the Unitive Life.
of In Memo-riam.

a period which marks the beginning of what mystics call
Evidence of this period is found in the latter quarter
When Tennyson upbraids himself for failing in his missicm

as the poet-seer, he experiences a minor tu_rning point.

He decides that

writing an elegy--tningling his grief with his poetry--is definitely not
a wasted mission because "To breathe my loss is more than fame,/ To utter
love more sweet than praise" (LXXVII).

In this section, Tennyson
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echoes the thoughts of Hallam' s "Theodicae_a. '! Hallam says that,

.

. . love, ·by which I mean direct, immediate. absorbinc affection
.

for one object, on the ground of similarity perceived, and with a view
to a more complete union, as it is the noblest quality of the hwna.n soul,
must represent�the noblest affection of Divine Nature."

68

In order to

express his love for his friend, Tennyson risks his careez: as a poet,
in the manner of a true mystic, who seeks no high·. ambition or hope of
rew-ard.

As Underhill writes, "The noblest of all passions, the passion

for perfection for Love's sake, far outweighs the desire for transcendental
6
satisfaction." 9

By one of the many paradoxes of the mystic way, the individual
loses himself in order that he may find himself.

It is possible that

Tennyson felt that oo bad risked his career by writing In Memoriam,
and that may be one reason why he published it anonymously.70 In
Section XXI, he anticipates what critics are likely to say,
Tha traveler hears me now and then,
And sometimes harshly will he speak,
'This fellow would make weakness weak,
And melt the waxen hearts of men.'
Another answers, 'Let him be,
He loves to make parade of pain
That with his piping he may gain
The praise that comes to constancy.'
A third is wroth, 'Is this an hour
For private sorrow's barren song,
When more and more the people throng
The chairs and thrones of civil power?
'A time to sicken and to swoon,
When Science reaches forth her arms
To feel from world to world, and charms
Her secret from the latest moon?' (XXI).
Ironically, what Tennyson said about his critics actually came true.
Some critics considered him weak and effeminate.

According to Hallam
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Tennyson, one critic said .t,ha.t '"These tou�itig lines

£)n

23

Memoriam

J

evide�tly come from the fltl.l heart of the wid�w of a military man,'"?i
while·A. P. Sinnett states that the poem should claim the least amount
·

of attention because it is only a grief stricken poem.

72

It has already

been mentioned that Ed.ward Fitzgerald felt a new approach to literature

was needed; therefore, he opposed the public:ation of In Hemoriam. 73
Yet, Tennyson continued to write and to chance his career.

As a result,

he finds thats
Regret is dead, but love is more
Than in the summers that are flown,
For I myself with these ["lyricsJ have grown
To something greater than before (CXXXI).

Through this s·elf-sacrifice, Ten.Y1yson learn;s what it is to have the love
of God.
From the doubts and rational considerations that mark the darkness
of his soul, Tennyson emerges with more ideas about the nature of love.
In fa.ct, he learns that nothing makes sense, not even knowledge, when life
or knowledge are "cut from love and faith" (CXIV).

In retrospect, he is

not sure that he can continue to love; consequently, one of his reasons
for writing his lyrics is to prove that 11 No lapse of moons can canker
Love"

(XXVI).

of love.

He learns that neither time nor distance severs the surprerna.cy

In fact, he discover that "'More years had ma.de me love thee

more "' (LXXXI).

The love Tennyson feels is attained by union with

God--a type of spiritual marriage.

It is not surprising then t.11at Tennyson

ends the story of the way of a mystic with the union of Cecilia Tennyson,

his sister, to Edmund L. Lushington.

Tennyson mentions the oneness of

marriage, the vows of selflessness, and the joy.

According to Underhill,

marriage for the mystic is a symbol often used to suggest the Unitive Life.74
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In In Memoriam, _the ,Unitive Life cent.era around two aspe:cts.
First, Tennyson clarifies his ideas about the soul's union with God.
Some mysti�s ·teach that the self is annihilated and absorbed, while others
..

teach that the personality remains a sep;i.rate entity. Tennyson's
preference is for the latter.

He says,

"'If'

the absorption into the

divine in the after-life be the creed of some, let them at all events
allow us many existences of individuality before this absorption; since
the short-lived individuality seems to be but too short a preparation

for so mighty a union.•" 75 In In Hemoriam, Tennyson concludes that Hallam
will unite with God, but that he will not lose his individuality.
idea also suggests the paradox of mysticism:
loses, yet retains, his identity.

This

that the individual

Tennyson says:

Tha.t each, who seems a separate whole,
Should move his rounds, and fusing all
The skirts of self again, should fall
Rernerging in the general Soul,
Is faith as vague as all unsweet:
Eternal form shall still divide
The eternal soul from all beside;
And I shall know him when we meet (XLVII).
From a number of comments about this section, it is evident that some
readers mistakenly thin.I{ that Tennyson is a disciple of Pantheism.
Tennyson certainly felt the immanence of _God in nature, but he also
believed in the transcendence of God, just as he believed in the union
of God a1:d man, a.."ld the separation of God and man.

Most critics agree

that Tennyson refutes the idea of Pantheism and that it is not implied
6
in Section XLVIr.7
The other aspect is that Tennyson advocated the Unitive Life, and that
he records that union in In Hemoriam.

According to Underhill, the mystic
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uses symbols, and the symbol for union with

pod is the color red. 77

Prior to his union with God and Hallam in Section XCV, Tennyson uses
such symb9lism.

The night before Tennyson and his family are to leave

the So.:nersby Rectory, he has a dream.
�

shallop with tbree maidens.

He dreams that he is on a little

The tide sweeps them out to sea, and they

rendezvous with Hallam's ship.

Tennyson goes aboard his ship, and;

••• steer'd.her toward a crimson clou�
That landlike slept along the deep (CIII). 8
Underh:Ul also says that mystics use the number three to suggest the
three stages of the mystic way:

Purgation, Illlllllination, and Union. 79

Possibly, the three maidens represent those stages. When these maidens
fear that Tennyson will leave them, he says:
Whereat those maidens with one mind
Bewail'd their lot; I did them wrong:
'We served thee here,' they said, 'so long,
And wilt thou leave us now behind?' (CIII).
Noreover, the number three suggests that Hallam has reached the Unitive
Life.

Tennyson says thats
The ma.n we loved was there on deck,
But ·.. thrice as large as man he bent
To greet us ••• (CIII).
According to Rappold, the Unitive Life can be detected by at least

the death of the selfhood., the end of the "dark night of
80
This death of the self and a complete
the soul," and a transforw.ation.

three changes:

transformation is explicitly shown when Tennyson says,
to Il'ake them thine" ("Prologue").

11

0ur wills are ours.

The will is united with that of God;

however, the process of working out that will remains the task of the
individual.

Clearly, Tennyson's transformation can be observed by his

attitude toward nature.

In the beginning, he is repulsed at the idea

of Hallam's body being lost at sea and how it may "toss with tangle
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and with shells" (X).
time..

Nature becomes the _cruel Gieseera:�· of man and

After ·his purgation, his attitude changes.

T.nus, the change enables

Tennyson to see that man has an affinity with nature, and he later says
that he is glad:
My love has talk'd with rocks and trees;
He finds on misty mountain-ground
His own vast shadow glory-crown'd;
He sees himself in all he sees (XCVII).
As Johnson says, "In the first part of In Memoriam the phenomenal
world had been invoked more often than not to mirror and hence to
intensify _subjective moods.

In the second part the natural order has

been questioned in a more impersonal term in a vain attempt to establish
so:ne sanction for human values," 81 He continues to say_ that the latter
:r;art of J.n_ Memoriam takes"• •• the form of a transcendental :paean in
praise of the beauty and vitality inherent in nature." 82 A mystic who
achieves union with God begins to see unity in everything; "All is in God
and God is in au.1183

The affinity with all aspects of life is marked by the,

followi.�g lines:
My love involves the love before;
My love is vaster passion now;
Tho' mixed with God and Nature thou,
I seem to love thee more and more (CXXX).
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IV
.As previously stated, what occurs after the communion with God
is a str·engthening of the inner life of tlie individual.

If'_ In Memoriam

records the Un�tive Life, then the poem must also evince a complete
transformation of the poet.

Quite clearly, the poem shows such a change.

'The tmifying elements in In Memoriam are the ChrlstlllcLS cycles. With
84
each new cy9le, the tone changes and so does Tennyson.
'lhe Christmas
cycles are found in Section XXVIII (the first Christmas), Section LXXVIII
(the second Christmas), and Section CIV (the third Christmas).

The first

Christmas brings sorrow for Hallam's death couplei with Tennyson's own
death wish.

What should be a joyous occasion is prevaded by a rainy cloud

a!ld "an awful sense / Of one mute Shadow watching all" (XXX).

As the

Tennysons sing a. hym..."l expressing the belief in the immortality o:f the
soul, they cry.

This particular Christmas reminds the Tennysons of the

previous Christmas when Ha1Jarn was with them.

The second Christmas brings a

silent snow, yuletide games, and a "quiet sense of something lost" (LXXVIII).
During this Christmas, he still feels a personal grief for Hallam; however,
he does not

s.lied.

tears.

Tennyson explains that "Her deep relations are the

same, / But with long use her tears are dry" (LXXVIII).
the third Christmas at the new home

The Tennysons spend

(High Beech) in Epping Forest. The

memories of Hallam cease to haunt them in this new enviro11ment.

In this

final Christmas cycle, Tennyson says that "No more shall wayward grief abuse/ The
genial hour with mask and mine" (CV).

Obviously, the outlook is different.

Following this third cycle, Tennyson begins, as Stopford Brooke says, to
think "less of his mm pain and more of the :rain of mankind. •• 85 Tennyson
desires to "Ring in redress to all mankind" (CVI); in fact, Section CVI is
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. •

devoted to the search fo� brotherly love andt,justice.

Through the various

struggles that Tennyson faced, and especially the loneliness he suffered
at Chris�s time, he realizes that he ha.s attained spiritual growth.
Comraring Hallam's spiritual growth with his own, Tennyson :realizes that
through "honest doubt" a .higher spiritual consciousness ma.y

be

attained.

Thus, both Hallam and Tennyson:
••• ca.me at length
To find a stronger faith his own;
And Power was with him in the night,
Which makes the darkness and the light,
·And-. dwells not in the light alone,
· But

1n the darkness and the clou1i,
- As over Sinai• s peaks of oltl,

While Israel ma.de their gods of �old,
Altho' the trumpet blew so loud (XC.VI).
The transformation of Tennyson can be also been 1n his growth as a
poet.

Johnson parallels Tennyson's artistic growth along with his

spiritual growth, thus fusing the poet's mind with his soul.

It is

most important that man's intellect and his soul achieve union and that 1s
why Tennyson hopes that the "mind and soul, according well,/ May make one
music as before" ("Prologue"). Johnson uses the following divisions:
The Artistic Growth

The Spiritual Growth

I.

Poetry as a release from emotions

Despair (ungoverned sense)

II.

Poetry as an escape from. thought

Doubt (mind governing sense, i.e. despair)

Poetry as self-realization

Hope (spirit governing mind, i.e. doubt)

III.
IV.

Poetry as mission

Faith (spirit harmonizing sense and mind),86

Again the death of the selfhood and a transformation are evidenced by
Tennyson's desire to !8,rticipate actively in the affairs of the world.
One of the zna.jor changes occurs when he states, "I will not shut me f'.rom my
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kind" (CVIII).

Thus, Tennyson renounces the :false conception of some

critics to the effect that union with God means that the mystic rests on
his laurels.

The mystic way is not to separate man from his fellow man;

rather it is to join men to men with a deeper commitment to service.
Happold gives a profound explanation of this co�itment when he writes:
The true mystic is not like a cat basking in the sun,
but like a mountaineer. At the end of his quest he
finds out not the enervating isle of the Lotus :Eaters;
but the sharp, pure air of the Mount of Transfiguration.
The greatest contemplatives, transfigured on this holy
mountain, have felt themselves called up to 'descend below
themselves', to take on the humility of Christ, who
'took upon Him the form of servant', and, coming down
to the plain, to become centres of creative energy
and power in the world. In whatever field of active
lif'e they may engage, because they have become completely
detached, because the selfhood has been entirely subdued
in them, because they partake of the Divine life and
are u.-uted with that Ultimate Reality we call God, inflamed
with the Divine Love, serene and confident, they possess
a creative strength and power, which ordinar-J man, tossed
hither and thither by the passions of the primitive self,
do not possess. 87
All too often mysticism is associated with asceticism.

Through the

comments of King Arthur in °The Holy Grail" (Idylls of the King), Tennyson
flatly denounces asceticism.

Since he feared that his knights would

leave his realm to seek the sacred chalice (the symbol of a mystical
vision), King Arthur asks, "What are ye? Galahads?" ("'Ihe Holy Grail,"
p. 415).

Attempting to achieve visions and mystical trances can often

keep one in the clouds as Arthur states:
'Ibis chance of noble deeds will come and go
Unchallenged, while ye follow wandering fires
Lost in the quagmire! (•1 'llie Holy Grail," p. 415).
Tennyson felt that some are Galahads, while others should never seek
mystical visions.

Charles Tennyson mentions the same idea.

He writes that
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Tennyson "saw: that for tlie ordlnary mind to turn away from the ordinary
duties of human society in order deliberately to seek mystical experience,
or deliberately cultivate religious exaltation, is dangerous and almost
i.

certain to be injurious, although for the exception spirit, like Galahad

or Perceval's sister, the Holy Nun, the effort may be fruitful." 88 Thus,

it is unfair to say, as does Hoxie Neale Fairchild that Tennyson felt
8
the Unitive Life was subordi:r.a.te to serving mankind.. 9 Jerome H. Buckley
has assessed Tennyson's views adequately when he says that "The mystical
vision is.assuredly the sanction of his ,{"Termyson'sJ faith, but he does
not choose to seek fulfillment in a sustained and conscious pursuit of the
0
mystic's isolation.119 Fairchild is one critic who fails to apprehend
that union does not necessarily mean that the mystic isolates himself from
society.

At the same time, Buckley is correct when he concludes that

"Tennyson at no time insists that his private vision is representative or

even that some way of 'mysticism' is open to all others.1191

To a certain extent, Termyson extolled the ordinary man who had just a
simple faith to guide him through his daily duties and who did not pursue
mystical visions.

After all, his mother was a simple, devout Evangelical,

and her simple piety must �ve had its influence.
illustrate this ir.fluence.

Sections

XXXI-xxxrn

The emphasis is placed upon the faith of

Nary, Lazarus' sister, for she does not ask any intellectual or meta.physical
questions about her brother's experience beyond the grave.

In Section XXXIII,

Tennyson emphatically advises any person, who "after toil and storm/ Mayst
seem to have reach'd a purer air" (XXXIII), not to confuse or disturb the
simple piety of others.

Their faith, he continues to explain, "is pure

as thine,/ Her hands are quicker unto good" (XXXIII).

It is well t.o
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notice the word quicker in the preceding line. because Tennyson does feel
that those persr>ns who ha·ve an unquestioning faith could respond better
to the "call" of service.

They are the people who respond, "Yes,"

whereas the questioner asks first "Why?" In this belief, Tennyson echoes
the ideas of Thomas Carlyle.

Ca.r;J.;yle felt that the way to dispel doubt

and uncertainty about God was to convert those energies spent on worry
into work, or service to mankind, or what is often called a type of Muscular
Christianity.

As earlyle states in "The Everlasting Yea" (Sartor Resartus),

"Host true it is, as a wise man teaches us, that 'Doubt o:f any sort
92
cannot be removed except by Action."'
In In Memoriam, Tennyson learns
that the remedy for those defects of doubt is to make the doubts " vassal
unto love" (.XLVIII).
th.at love.

To love, there must be an object on which to bestow·

Tennyson later decides that he will serve mankind.

Doubtless, Tennyson wished that he could have had the pure faith of
Nary, Lazarus' sister, and his own mother, but his nature, very much like
that of his father, was prone to doubt and despair; consequently, he never
cTiticizes any one who sincerely questions and searches for truth.

He is

the poet who says, "Tb.ere lives more faith in honest doubt., / Believe me,
than in half the creeds" (XCVI).

'Ihrough doubt and tribulation, it is

possible to reach the same spirituaJ.. level as those people whose faith is
pure.

However, Tennyson would probably be the first to admit that suffering

is much greater.
Still another evidence of transformation can be seen in that Tennyson
discovers the real self to be spirit, and this idea definitely is the
belief of mystics.

:Moreover, the spiritual world is very real, while the

physical world is an illusion.

Tennyson told Mrs·. Bradley

in

January, 1869
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that "there are moments when the flesh is not.bing to me, when I feel and
know the flesh to be the vision, God and the Spiritual the only real and
true.
�

Depend upon it, the Spiritual is the real:

than the hand and the foot.

it belongs to one more

You may tell ·me that my hand and my foot are

only ima.gi.nary. symbols of my existenc�, I could believe you; but you never,
never can convince me that the.! is not an eternal Reility, and that the

Spiritual is not the true and real pa.rt of me,1193 Again, after looking
through a telescope belonging to the Reverend Charles Pritcha:rd at the

nebula in Hercules, Tennyson questions what the essence of matter really is,.
and asks if it is not umerely the shadow of a something greater

than

itsel�,

and which we poor shortsighted creatures cannot see. 1194 Throughout In

Memoriam, Tennyson wrestles with the ti-ansitory qualities of the earth and
all its material aspects, but, as he learns, the spiritual is the only
reality.

Tatl3, he says:
The hills are shadows, and they flow
From form to form, and nothing stands;
They melt like mist, the solid lands,
Like clouds they shape themselves and go,
But in my spirit will I dwell (CXXIII).

Tennyson even explains what he thinks about life in the spiritual realm.
The spirit will continue to work, progress, and evolve.
Moreover, Tennys0n feels that there exists some type of communication
between this world and the spiritual.

Hallam Tennyson writes that his

father :felt that "there might be a more intimate communion than we could
dream of between the living and the dead, at all events for a time."95
Tt,,roughout the earlier portions of In Memoriam, Tennyson desires to meet
with the ap�tion of Hallam so that he can be certain o:f immor...ality.
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Later, his growth in maturity is shown when

pe realizes tbz.t the

essence

of Hallam is spirit, and, since Hallam has returned to the spiritual realm,
that he can only apprehend spirit by spiritual perception.

Thus, he

experiences a visitation of the highest spiritual level--a·visit "Where

all the nerve ·of sense is �umb; / Spirit to Spirit, Ghost to Ghost" (XCIII). 96
Also, Tennyson evinces further growth when he counsels himself and
explains that before a spiritual visitation can take place he must be at
peace with himself, because:
••• when the heart is full of din,
And doubt beside the portal waits,
They can but listen at the gates,
And hear the household jar within (XCIV).
Alfred Gatty points out tha.t "To be fit and capable of a spiritual
visitation from the dead, you must be 'pure in heart, and sound in head.rn97
In "'Ihe Holy Grail" Tennyson explores the same idea:

that is, that before

a mystical. experience occurs, the heart must be pure and free of guilt.
Sir Percivale, the knight who seeks the Holy Grail is called "The Pure,"
and his sister is also pure.

Percivale tells why Arthur's knights will not

have a mystical experience when he says:

• • • And when King Arthur made
His Table Round, and all men's hearts became
Clean for a season, surely he had thought
That now the Holy Grail would come again;
But sin broke out ••• ("The Holy Grail," p. 412).
Tennyson never repudiated the belief that man is spirit and that
spirit can recognize all that is of the spirit.

In "The Higher Pantheism" (186?),

a poem read at the first meeting of the Metaphysical Society, Tennyson tells
us that we will find God within.

He says, "Speak to Him thou :for He hears,

and Spirit with Spirit can meet--/ Closer is He than breathing, and neare;
than hands and feet" (p. 234).

Discussing his own ideas about "The Higher
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Iantheism," Tennyson is J:fported to ha.ve saidi that an ''all-prevading
'

.

Spirit ••• £"isJ more understandable by him than solid matter. 0 �
The belief1 tha.t God does not ha.ve to be petitioned outside of one's own
being is what Lehmann Hisey called "expanding one's own divinity."99

;

Apprehending such a belief is typical of most mystics.

Tennyson best

expresses that belief in the line, "Ring in. the Christ that is to be n (CVI).
Man should not only strive to be more Christlike, but he should also feel
that God 1s the spark of his soul.
emphasizes the same theme.

In "The Ancient

Sage," Tennyson

'Ibis poem also deals with what can be

considered the ascetic side of mysticism.

As mentioned before, some

people associate mysticism with asceticism. and that asceticism brings
about a dislike or misunderstanding of i;he mystic.

It is true that there

needs to be some isolation so that the mystic can listen to the voice
of God within.

As the Psailist advises, ''Be still, and know that I �

God" (Psalms 46. 10).

However, the isolation does not last too long.

Thus, the Sage advises:
If thou would'st hear the Nameless, and wilt dive
Into the Temple-cave of thine own self,
There, brooding by the central altar, thou
Ma.y'st haply learn that the Nameless hath a voice ("The Ancient
Sage t II p • 5.3 Q)

0

Often the terminology used reveals thc1.t Tennyson was a mystic.
In the preceding line, the word Nameless refers to God.

Meister Eckhart,

a mystic of .the thirteenth century who wrote Seven Degrees of�•
_
uses that same term to refer to God. Also, Tennyson's viewpoint about
100
Hallam Tennyson writes
man's knowledge of God is essentially mystical.
tha-t his father "would allow that God is unknowable in 'his whole world-self,
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and all-in-all,' and that therefore there·wa� some force in the objection
made by some people to the _word 'Personality,' as being 'anthropomorphic,'
and that perhaps 'Self-consciousness,' and 'Mind' might be clearer to
them • • • •

.. 101

- Memoriam,

In !11

.

Tennyson
refers to this concept.
.

Sine.�

Hallam is united with God, ;ieither can he be fully known. Thus, Tennyson
says:
Dear Friend, �ar off, my lost desire,
So far, so near in woe and weal;
0 loved the most, when most I feel
There is a lower and a higher;
, Known and unknowrl; human, divine (CXXIX).
Because this world of matter is an illusion and because God is
unknowable by man's weak perception, space and time for Tennyson are
not realities.

They are only tools for man's use on one level of

perception; however, neither s:i;ace nor time exists because eternity
is now.

In

a letter to Emily Sellwood, he writes,· "Annihilate within

yourself these two dreams of Space and Time. To me often the far-off
world seems nearer than the, present, for in the present is always
something unreal and indistinct, but the other seems a good solid planet,
rolling round its green hills and :puadises to the harmony of more
steadfast laws. There steam up from about me mists of weakness, or
sin, or despondency, and rol+ between me and the far planet, but it is
there still."

102

For the mystic, eternity is not some far off event

that will suddenly occur, it is now.

Man sometimes is unable to comprehend

what eternity is because he is too much accustomed to the tools of time
and s:i;ace.

God does not go by hours, days, or years.

this idea when he says that men have:

Tennyson suggests
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• • • thin minds, who creep from thought to thought,
Break into ''!hens' and 'Whens' the Eternal Now:
This double seeming of a single world!--("'Ihe Ancient Sage," p. 537).
When Tennyson has his mystical communion with Hallam, one aspect that he
mentions is that he found:
'Ihe deep pulsations of the world,
music measuring out,
AEonian
·
'!he steps of Time--the shocks of Chance
The blows of Death . , , (XCV).
According to Rappold, a "characteristic of mystical experience is the
1

sense of ti.melessness," 03

During Tennyson's experience, time is non-existent�

Compiring these lines of Section XCV with the trancelike state described

by Tennyson, it is possible to see much similarity.

Tennyson says tri..a.t

in his trance state death seems "an almost laughable impossibility.11 104
With his mystical communion with Hallam, dea.th also seems an impossibility.
This communion also brings about the transformation of Tennyson,
Carlisle Moore prefers to call:: the phase that brings about the
transformation of Tennyson as the "phenomenon of religious conversion." 105

He avoids such phrases as "dark night of the soul," trancelike states, and
the Unitive Lif'e.

In his research, Hoore finds that religious conversion

was a popula.:r Victorian tradition.

The prerequisites that Moore lists

for the conversion are incredibly similar to the characteristics of the
"dark night of the soul" and the beginning of the Unitive Life.

Though

critics and biographers often refer to the mystical tendencies of Tennyson,
there seems to be an unwillingness to use the terminology of mystics.

Moore

is typical of such writers.
According to Moore, the first condition is that the situation in one's
106
Between the yea.rs 1 8_3 0 to 1850, many tragic
life must be unbea.rable.
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incide?J.ts occuxred in Tennyson's life.
not received well by some critics.
the news of F.a.llam' s death

in

1833 •

In

His :1:832 volume of poetry was
1831, his father

died;

then came

Not only did he lose his small

inheritance in a woodcarving investment, but he was also rejected by
�
Rosa· Baring, a girl with whom he was in love. 1W In 1837, Tennyson had
to leave the home of his childhood, and h1� recounts the painful parting of
Somersby in Sections CII and CIII of In Hemoriam.
The second prerequisite for a conversion is that a climactic experience
occurs

in

which the convert feels a supreme power

taking

control

in

his

Moore further implies that the condition conducive to this conversion
108
is that the person has a capacity for a mystical experience.
Natw:ally,

life.

this description fits Tennyson perfectly.

Prior to this climactic

conversion, James points out that sometimes exhaustion and "temporary
10
apa.thyu occur. 9 Psychic turmoil and exhaustion of Tennyson's creative
talents have been mentionad; however, Tennyson evinces temporary apathy.
He explains that he will no longer wage:
• • • any feud with Death
For changes wrought on form and face;
No lower life that earth's embrace
May breed with him, can fright .my faith (LXXXII).
Moreover, he says that he will not curse:
• • • natuxe, no, nor death;
For nothing is that errs from law (LXXIII).
After having desired to see HaJ)am's apps..�ition, Tennyson suddenly
decides that it is useless to wish such.

Thus, he shows indifference

when he says:
I shall not see thee, Dare I say
No spirit ever brake the oo.nd
That stays him from the native land
Where first he wa.lk'd when claspt in clay? (XCilI).
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James states that there is a purpose for a manifestation of apathy.
He explains that "So long as the egoistic wor,:y of the sick soul guards
the door, the ex:p3.nsive confidence of the soul of faith gains no presence.
But let the former faint away, even but for a moment, and the latter can
profit by the opportunity', and, having once acquired possession, may

., 110
re tain i·t • ·

In a state of resignation and while he relaxes on lawn

of the rectory in Somersby, the climactic conversion (mystical experience)
occurs.

Tennyson describes the superior power t.11a.t takes controls
And all at once it seem.'d at last
The living soul was flash'd on mine,
And mine in this was wound, and whirl'd (XCV).

Unti1 1878, the lines "The living soul" and "mind in this" read "His
living soul .. and "mine in his." This alteration brought c£".arges of
ambiguity; however, Moore's explanation clears up those charges and
supports the belief that this experience marks the beginning of the
Moore says that the latter version suggests
111
the communion is with Hallam and a1so with Goo.
Those.critics who do

Unitive Life of Teri.nyson.

not understand. the Unitive Life or mystical co:m.munion usually remark
much the same as Fairchild.

He Sf;J.YS of this union, "Probably all that

really happened was that for a moment the letters brought bis dead comrade
vecy close to him in a way not peculiar to mystics. '1112 Nevertheless,
Tennyson had a. mystical union, and that night on the lawn at Somersby
changed his entire life.
To the mystic, union is never complete+y achieved on this earthly
plane. Then, it must naturally be asked how this union with God can be
attained. Obviously, Tennyson did not believe that the death o:f the
selfhood or what he often called "the ape and tiger0 in man could achieve
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perfe�t union in this life.

The last thoughlt in In Memoriam is that

union will come through a type of creative evolution.

One of the most

remarkable aspects about Tennyson's poetry prior to the late 1 850's is
that his ideas predate the publication of the book Origin of the Species
by Charles Darwin.

Of' course, ideas about evolution had been in the air

:for some ti.me, and Tennyson was an amateur of the sciences and knew about
such ideas.

Hallam Tennyson lists his father's weekly schedule as follows:

"Monday---History, German.

Tuesday--Chemistry, German.

German.

Thursday--Electricity, German.

German.

Sa.turday--Mechanics.

Princi-oles

9.f Geology

in 18.37,

Natural History of Creation.

Wednesday--Botany,

Friday--Animal Ihysiology,

Sunday--Theology. " 113 He read Lyell's
and in 1844, he ordered Vestiges of the

Even more remarkable than his antedating

Darwin's book is his insight into the nature

and

the reactions of the

Victorian public when the ideas of evolution finally filtered down to them.
He possessed the foresight needed to detect their behavior or reaction to
such ideas.

As Lionel Stevenson states,""Te:nnyson was too much of a

scientist to deny evolution as a physical principle, but his strong instinct
of faith insisted that it should somehow be reconciled with the belief in

God which is independent of rationalistic proof. 11 114 In 1'1emoriam was there
for the Vic·torian public, acting as the mediator for the shock that came.
Both scientists and theologians endorsed the ideas WTitten in the poem.
Hallam Tennyson reports that such men of science as Herschel, Owen,

Sedgwich, and Tyndall felt that In Memoriam was the "champion of Science," 1 15

while such theologians as Maurice and Robertson thought ... . . that the autho:r
had ma.de a definite step towards the unification of the highest religion

and philosophy with the progressive science of the day • • • • .. 116 J.

w.
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Mackall says that Tennyson's poem was quoted 1in every English pulpit
·
during the 1870's. 117
Unfortunately, Tennyson is not remembered as much for his ideas
about evolution as he is for his doubt and grief probably because the
best of the critics have beem lax in pointing out the importance of these
ideas.

In Sections LXI-LXXXIII, Tennyson deals with the idea that the

soul may pass through a type of evolution.

Tennyson explains that Hallam

is evolving more and more; he is "A lord of large experience, train/ To
riper growth the mind and will" (XLII).

There is some evidence of

jealously on Tennyson's part because he fears that Hallam will evolve
faster than he will, but that statement is meant as a compliment of
Hallam.

Tennyson's entire attitude toward death and the changes brought

on by nature is one of acceptance rather than one of bewilderment.

He

begins to see God's handiwork in evolution, and thus he views the:
Eternal process moving on,
From state to state the spirit walks;
And these are but the shatter'd stalks,
Or ruin'd ch_rysalis of one (LXXXII).
The physical body is just a vessel that houses the true spirit.

Since

the body is only a vessel, :lt should not concern any one what science
proves or disproves.

The physical body may well be akin to "the ape

and the·tiger," but the real essence of man, the spiritual body, is
akin to God.

Therefore, the entire creation is evolving toward:

'Iha.t God, which ever lives and loves,
One God, one law, one element,
And one fax-off divine event,
To which the whole creation moves (CXXXI). 118
A�other route that the soul may take in forming a more perfect
union with God is through reincarnation.

Many commentators think that
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reincarnation is implied fn the line,

11

A litt;I.e flash, a mystic

hint" (XLIV).' In one of his early sonnets, the idea of reincarnation
is not stated as vaguely as it is above.
'

,

Tennyson implies that there

are times when people feel that events have occurred before in some
,;.

other time sra,ri and place.

In a poem that refers to Arthur Henry Hallam,

Tennyson comm,ants:
So, friend, when first I look'd upon your face,
Our thought gave answer each to each, so true-
Opposed mirrors each reflecting each-That tho' I knew not in what time or place,
Me thought that I had often met with you,
And either lived in either's heart and speech ("To--," p. 24).
Also, "De Profundis:

The Two Greetings" (1880) may refer to reincarnation.

When Hallam Tennyson was born in August 11, 18,52, Tennyson began this
poem; however, he did not complete it until many years later.

'Ihe

allusion to reincarnation begins:
Out of the deep, my child, out of the deep,
From the great deep, before our world begins,
Whereon the Spirit of God moves as he will-
Out of the deep, my child, out of the deep,
From that true world within the world we see,
Whereof our world is but the bounding shore-
Out of the deep, Spirit, out of the deep,
With this ninth moon, that sends the hidden sun
Down· yon dark sea, thou comest, darling boy ("De Profundisa The Two
Greetings," pp. 521-22) •
This poem could simply, be akin to Wordsworth!s "Immortality" ode.
George

o.

However,

Marshall's analysis of this poem is perhaps the safest one.

He points out that the words are too vague to indicate definitely an
allusion to reincarnation. 119
Reincarnation is not clearly discussed in In Memoriam, but it is
interesting that Tennyson accepted to some extent the implication of
reincarnation in other poems.

Such a belief would support his theory
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about creative evolution,· and it is also knowh that many mystics included
the concept ·of reincarnation as a part of their belief.
In s�, In Memoriam shows the change that came about in Tennyson.
By the third Christmas, he triumphed over his grief and despair.
�

Although

he began to write his elegy for its therapeutic value, Tennyson later
realized that his mission was prophetic and that love was the only hope for
the future.

Thus, he says:

The love that rose on stronger wings,
Unpalsied when he met with Death,
Is comrade of a lesser faith
,That sees the course of human things (CXXVIII).
Finally, Tennyson perceives that he cannot become totally Christlike
here on earth; however, he explains that a complete transformation will
occur through a creative evolution.
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V

The way in which Tennyson apprehends God classifies him as a mystic.
According to theories held about God, the mystics are classified into
tw9 types. Some believe in the so-called emanation theory of the
transcendental world, while others believe in the immanence theory
of the trans�endental world.

'Ihe theory of emanation can be linked to the

belief in creative evolution and reincarnation which Tennyson held to
sorae extent.

This theory holds that God is transcendent: He is considered ·

as external to the world.

Underhill says of the theory of emanation that

"the re.th of the soul's ascent to wiion with the divine must be literally
a transcendence; a journey 'upward and outward, ' tr.rough a long series
of intermediate states or worlds till, ••• she at last arrives ••• at
the Crown:

fruitive knowledge of God.11

120

Alluding to this upward, outward

journey through various worlds (a type of creative evolution or reincarnation),
Tennyson says that there are "So many worlds, so much to do,/ So little
done, such things to be" (LXXIII).

He mentions the "long series of

intermediate states" when he says of Hallam, ''Thy spirit ere our fatal
loss/ Did ever rise from high to higher" (XLI).

Moreover, this upward,

outward journey through various states is not static, Tennyson wonders
whether or not the dead retain memory of their earthly existence.

He

fi�.ally concludes that the life here on earth must be remembered: otherwise,
this existence would serve little purpose in the soul's progression.
says:

This use may lie in blood and breath,
Which else were fruitless of their due,
Had man to learn himself anew
Beyond the second brith of Death (XLV).

He
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In Section XLIII, Te�ys?n also wonders if the dead are just asleep
and will one day awake on Resurrection ray.
is no progress after death.

If' such is the case, there

Thus, Tennyson prefers to believe that the

spirit continues to progress.
�

• According·' to Underhill, this theory also holds that there is a
121
As in the Idylls of
complete se:r;ara.tion of' the human and the divine.
the King, Temiyson depicts the rival of the human and the divine--sense
and soul, so in In Memoriam, he also expresses the division and advises
that man should:
••• Arise and fly
The reeling Fau.."'1, the sensual feast;
Move upward, working out the beast
And let the ape and tiger die (CXVIII).
'I".ne mystics who adhere to the emanation theory share similar traits.
Underhill says that this :i;articular mystic is penitent, humble, and
1 22
sensitive about his own shortcomings.
Certainly Ten."'1yson possessed
such traits.
The theory of immanence is completely in opposition to the theory
of emanation.

In this theory, Underhill says that the "quest of the

Absolute is no long journey, but a realization of something which is
12
implicit int.he self and the universe •••• " 3

This theory holds

that the spirit of God is within, and in order to apprehend God, the
individual should look within.

In fact, one of the reasons that Tennyson

believes-in immortality comes from the knowledge of God within.
whether or not:
The wish, that of the living whole
No life may fail beyond the grave,
Derives it not from what we have
The likest God within the soul? (LV).

He asks
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Hallam_Tennyson quotes his father as saying,�••• God is love,
transcendent, all-preva.ding!
or the world.

We do not get this faith from Nature

If we look at Nature alone, full of perfection and

imperfection, she tells us that God is disease, murder, and rapine.
We get this faith from ourselves, from what is highest within us ••

. . n124

In In Memoriam, Tennyson uses the language appropriate to both the
theories of emanation and im..11anence.

As a result, he expresses paradoxically

the totality of God when he says:
That which we dare invoke to bless;
Oux dearest faith; our ghastliest doubt;
He, They, One, All; within, without;
The Power in darkness whom we guess (CXXIV).
That Tennyson is able to adopt both theories is not unusual.

Indeed, his·

adoption of both theories is typical of the nature and complexity of the
Poet Laureate.

Tennyson does not accept creeds as absolute truths.

Hallam Tennyson recoros that his father and Arthur Hallam thought "'that
the essential feelings of religion subsist in the utmost diversity of
forms,' t.'1-ia.t 'different language does not always imply different opinions,
nor different opinions any difference in real faith.•11125 In In Hemoriam,
Tennyson mentions that "faith has centre everywhere,/ Nor cares to fix
itself to form" (XXXIII).
Tennyson never refuted the belief that
immanent.

God

is transcendent and

In "Akbar's Dream" (1892), .he repeats the same idea.

says:
Here on this bank in� way live the life
Beyond the bridge, and serve the Infinite
Within us, as without, that All-in-all,
And over all, the never-changing One
And ever-changing Many, in praise of Whom
The Christian bell, the cry from off the mosiue,
The vaguer voices of Polytheism
Make but one mr..:;ic ••• ("Akbar's Dream," p. 8.57).

Akbar
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VI

Tennyson's mystical way has been traced from his mystical trances
to the "dark night of the soul" to the transformation of the selfhood.
which culminat�d in his union with Hallam
In

Memoriam.

God in Section XCV of

In summary, at least three questions may logically ari.se

·from this study.
diverse forms.

and

Since mysticism is subjective and intuitive, it .may take
What, then, is the mysticism of Tennyson?

Tennyson's mysticism most definitely rel�es to a great extent on
the trancelike states and the faculty of memory or the memory of those
states.126 As he says in In Memoriam:
.My own dim life should teach me this,
That life shall live for evermore,
Else earth is-darkness at the core,
And dust and ashes all that is (XXXIV).
Furthermore, his mysticism is based on the belief that the soul can
perceive.

God may not necessarily be found through logic, rather

God is understood through faith.

From these states and beliefs, Tennyson

was able to achieve religious certainty.

Yet, Tennyson was not a mystic

who attempted. to sustain the trancelike state to the :point of isolating
himself from his fellow man.

Thus, in In Memoriam he speaks of a"••• faith

that come·s of self-control" (CXXXI).

As Solomon Gingerich states, "It was

not so directly the memory of our childhood instincts and intuitions that
was 'a master of light of all our seeing' as with Wordsworth, but it was
the more general memory of certain god-like experiences of the P3,st, and
his passion for them, by which he could perceive ••• " £into the life of
th.ingsJ • 127
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Host importar..t, however, is that the mysti,_cism of the poet has
/

as its fundamental doctrine that love is the guide to God.

Therefore,

Tennyson says,:
Love is and was my Lord and King,
And in his presence I attend
To hear the tidings of my friend,
Which every hour his couriers bring,
Love is and was my King and Lord (CXXVI) •
The second and third questions that arise is, what does the way of
the mystic have to say for those who do not have any inclination toward
IP.ysticisra and what does Tennyson's In Memoriam have to say?

The µplication

is that any one who wishes to·a,.ttain higher spiritual truths and a higher
godlike consciousness will have to pass through similar stages.

"As the

embryo of physical man," points out Underhill, "be he saint or savage, passes
through the same stages of initial growth, so too with spiritual man." 128
After the mystic achieves union, he emerges with creative energy and the
desire to be of further service to mankind.

After his transformation, the ·

poet wrote Idylls of the King and so many other inspiring :pe>etical works.
His mystical journey brought him certainty about God.

That certainty Tennyson

expresses in the poem that he asked to be placed at the end of all editions
of his poetry,
Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me!
And may. there be no moaning of the bar,
. When I put out to sea, • • •
For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crest the bar ("Crossing the Bar").
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Afterword·
Some time ago, I passed a sign in a library which read, "Literature
is alive.·..

The meaning of those words st�'.'Uck me as being most profound,

but I have never experienced the truth of that statement more than when
I read In Memoriam�.!!•!!• for the finit time.

That poem specifically

related the deep religious doubts that I have personally felt.

When I

read his comments about the so-called "godless Nature" and, to quote
William Shakespeare, the "thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir
to," I felt a.s if Alfred, Lord Tennyson had read my innermost thoughts.
The various_queries about man's soul, his memory after death, and life
after death in general were parallel to my own.

I remember that I felt

a sigh of,·relief when I read about a similar plight, a similar dark night
of the 3oul.
Even more ironic to me is the means whereby I became familar with the
works of the poet.

After having taught adult Sunday school for one year,

I found that I had begun to question the teachings of the Bible more than
ever.

I questioned the Virgin birth, the healing episodes, and the

assurances of immortality.

The doubts tore at my very being, and I began

to strike back by asking anyone of "good faith" for answers.

My search

led me to a minister �hose teachings were unusual for my orthodox Methodist
_background.

I later learned that I was not the only person to come to this

minister with the desire to attain higher spiritual truths. There were
others, and one year later, we formed an eclectic group dedicated to the
goa,l of attaining higher spiritual truths.

Amazingly enough, there was a

great similarity between this group and the group called the .. Apostles"
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of which Tennyson was a·member.
touched upon the same topics.

I am almos' certain that wn probably
Some of our discussion included "Immortality,"

"Prayer and Healing," "Cosmic Consciousness," ".Meditation," "Reincarnation,"
and "Mysticism."

..

The second year of my search led me through many ideas that began to
satisfy some of my questions, and most important, the second year led
me to a professor named Dr. Rosemary Sprague and her course on Tennyson.
One of her first assigrunents was to read In Nemoriam.

When I read

Tennyson• s poem, I was ama:�ed to find some one uttering in print my
own contemplations.

Almost in sheer disbelief of what I had read, I

showed Dr. Sprague some notes that I had jotted down about the poem,
and I asked her whether or not I had read the poem correctly. Then
during class period, the ge�esis of.this thesis began when Dr. Sprague
explained the stage of man's spiritual development and when she first
mentioned the _phase' called the ''dark night of the soul."

Now, I share

and unde:rstand what Tennyson's must certainly have meant when he wrote:
My own dim life should teach me this,
That life shall live for evermore,
Else earth is darkness at the core,
And dust and ashes all that is (In Memoriam, XXXIV).
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